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We want your ideas, energy and involvement!
Please contact us to tell us your thoughts and ideas, to discuss how you might
become involved, or just to find out more about Elthorne Pride.
Call us on: 			
020 8017 2205
Email us at:			
info@elthornepride.org.uk
Or write to us at:		
Elthorne Pride Big Local,
				Caxton House Community Centre,
				
129 St. John’s Way,
				
London N19 3RQ
www.elthornepride.org.uk

@elthorne_pride

Find out about the Elthorne Pride Area Plan, Area Boundary, the Big Local and much more
at www.localtrust.org.uk/get-involved/big-local/elthorne-estates

CHAIR’S REPORT
“There is no power for change greater than a
community discovering what it cares about.”
I am proud to introduce this year’s Annual Report
reflecting on our achievements for 2018. As you will
see we have a lot to be proud of in our resident led
- Big Local area.
One of the tremendous strengths of Elthorne Pride’s
Big Local is its ability to bring people together from
diverse walks of life, with a huge range of passions
and interests, but with a common goal of taking
action to make sure our area is a better place to
live, work and play. I would therefore like to thank
the Elthorne Pride Partnership Board members, our
team workers, project deliverers, Caxton House and
most of all you, for making it happen.
Following the success of our ‘Join the Conversation’
event last February, the team drew up a blueprint of
activities to deliver based on your suggestions. We
heard from the very young to the far end of the age
scale and set out to engage with members of the
community to roll out activities reflective of their
ideas and our themes.
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Bringing over 30 countries and over 200 residents
together created a perfect opportunity for
neighbours to get to know each other and learn
about the history of their food. We have now
incorporated your feedback and this year’s event
promises to be bigger and better.
The second inspiring story was the participation of
Elthorne Pride’s young people on the production
of a short film called ‘Drawn Out’ which, to date,
has had over 2.2million views on YouTube. A story
of our times – dealing with some of the sad effects
of knife crime – this work has acted as a catalyst to
encourage more young people to come forward
with innovative ideas to inspire change.
I hope as you read this report you will be inspired
to get involved, whether as a volunteer or someone
who would like to deliver a project that will have a
positive impact on Elthorne Pride’s Big Local area.
I will end by quoting an old proverb, which was
shared by one of our elderly residents “If you want
to go quickly, go alone - If you want to go far, go
together.”

Reading through the report, you will have a taste
of those ideas and how they were brought to life.
A pop-up cinema and Summer BBQ, day trips to
TipTree, Scoot-a-Lympics, crafts on Sundays, Tutors
United, Windrush celebrations, and the Festive
Hamper Drop to name a few.

On that note, please join us and be part of a
collective that aims to inspire change and improve
the experience of our Elthorne Pride residents.

2018 saw two of our biggest initiatives to date. The
Elthorne Pride Big International Lunch, which took
place last June focused on the theme of sharing
food representing our rich cultural heritage.

Chair
Elthorne Pride
Partnership Board

Sandi Phillips
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YOUR BIG LOCAL

Our mission statement:
Inspiring, leading and enabling members
of our ‘Elthorne Pride’ community to take
action with their own ideas; to grow them,
own them, and to create a positive impact
on the lives of the residents of the Elthorne
Estate; Grovedale Estate; Fairbridge Estate
and Bowerman Court.
The Local Trust aims to inspire and motivate people to get involved and lead change
in their communities. They do this through Big Local – a radically different investment
of £220m from the Big Lottery Fund – which supports people in 150 places to make a
difference to the things that matter most to them in their community. It is a vision of
dynamic, resilient, resident-led change that we want to share. With support from the
Local Trust’s Big Local, Elthorne Pride has set up a partnership board, made of up of
member and representatives voted by residents and volunteers to deliver projects and
activities based on feedback and demand from its residents.
A word from the Mayor of Islington:
“Elthorne Pride have worked hard in our area, which can be a really tough area where some people distrust
the authorities. Sandi Phillips and Elthorne Pride have worked within the community so they now have a wide
variety of projects - from running summer festivals, to christmas hampers, to working with Arsenal in the
Community teaching young people filming skills (join the million people who have watched ‘Drawn Out’ on
YouTube) to a stall at the Archway Winter festivals, to Silver Sunday for the old people…You name it!
I’m really proud to represent Elthorne Estate on the Council with my fellow councillors Michelline Ngongo, an
Islington community worker, and Marian Spall, who has represented the estate she lives on for many years.
There’s a lot the local councillors and Elthorne Pride hope to achieve working together in the coming years.”
Mayor of Islington, Cllr Dave Poyser

YOUR BIG LOCAL
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The Elthorne Estate and surrounding areas have been awarded £1 million over 10
years to deliver on 6 priorities through Elthorne Pride:
Supporting young
people:
Supporting young children
and young people in the
Elthorne Pride area,
enabling and empowering
them to improve their life
chances and access
opportunities.

Strengthening the
community:
Promoting wellbeing and
health, strengthening the
community in the Elthorne
Pride area and empowering
residents to inﬂuence
decisions about the services,
policies and programmes
that aﬀect them.

Supporting the elderly:
Benefiting and supporting
older people in the Elthorne
Pride area, enabling them
to overcome isolation and
improve their physical,
emotional and mental
wellbeing.

Enterprise and
employment:
Assisting Elthorne Pride
residents to improve their
economic and financial
wellbeing by providing
routes into training,
employment and
business creation.

Valuing Volunteers:
With a focus on recognition
and respect of its Volunteer
Ambassadors, Elthorne Pride
aims to capture added
value by delivering a
rewards based volunteer
programme at the heart of
its programme.

Improving the
environment:
Improving the green
space and built environment
in the Elthorne Pride area
by making spaces cleaner,
greener, safer and more
accessible.
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SUPPORTING YOUNG PEOPLE
Elthorne’s Got Talent 2018

Drawn Out

The Elthorne’s Got Talent 2018 event took place
in Archway in September 2018. Tia, an Elthorne
resident and solo singer came joint first and
shared the £300 prize money with a seven piece
dance group called Dynastie Afrique. Three of
the dance groups were also from the Elthorne
Estate. Everyone had a great time and many
asked if it was going to be on again this year and
they would like to be involved next time.

Elthorne Pride had the pleasure of supporting
‘Drawn Out’ a film produced by Fully Focused
productions in partnership with Arsenal in the
Community and young residents from the Elthorne
Estate Ambitious Academy in August 2018.

The event was extremely important because it
brought together different parts of the estates
and different parts of the community. There
were all types of nationalities and generations
and everyone blended together.

Since its launch in September the short film has
gone on to have over 2.2 million hits on YouTube
and has been short listed by Arsenal FC for
Community Project of the year - we wish them well.

With over 15 young participants from the Elthorne
Estate and another 15 of the young team from
Fully Focused plus some of the best cast and crew in
the industry this film is a great example of what can
happen when society pays attention to young people.

Partnership Board Member, Shawdon Smith (Supporting Young People’s Lead) is proud to report two more
films in the works; Chances the Movie and Drawn Out 2.
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SUPPORTING YOUNG PEOPLE
Scootathlon @ Scoot-A-Lympics
Scootathlon @ Scoot-A-Lympics - Sunday 16th
September 2018 saw Elthorne Pride cheer on
some budding hopefuls to complete their first
Scootathlon at Dorney Lake in Windsor. Aimed
at 4-8 year olds, this was Elthorne Pride’s
first event specifically targeting our younger
residents.
All participants on the day went home with
a t-shirt and medal, giving them a great
sense of achievement. If that wasn’t enough
we made sure everyone got involved by
playing a round of 5 aside football, netball and
musical statues. By the end of the day no one
could say they didn’t have a chance to get
physical. A big thank you to our volunteers
who prepared a lovely picnic – we are already
looking forward to this year.

Tutors United

Since Autumn 2018 Tutors United have been
running free weekly English and Maths Tuition
sessions for the children in years 4, 5 and 6 who
live in the Elthorne Pride area. The sessions have
been a big hit with both parents and children alike.
This initiative is incredibly important for Elthorne
Pride as it is a way of ensuring that the young
people within the area are accessing additional
educational support that may have been out of
reach and unaffordable otherwise.

BoxTek

Last Summer Elthorne Pride introduced BoxTek to
our young residents. Jaguar provided lessons based
on fitness and fun which was well received by the
parents who often joined in (in the background).
Over 30 youngsters came from across our estates,
which was welcomed by the partnership, who saw
this as a vital opportunity in bringing young people
together and to just have fun.
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ACTIVITIES
The International Big Lunch

On June 3rd 2018 residents and friends of Elthorne Pride came together to
celebrate the local community with a taste of the world.
The International Big Lunch was a chance for residents from all walks of life to sit down with the people
they live alongside but rarely have the time to talk to. Local residents were able to showcase their
cooking skills and even those who don’t cook were be able to feast with their neighbours. There were
lots of fun activities, music and games for the families and young people. The Mayor of Islington was
the guest of honour at the event. This year we want to hear from even more residents, so we can fly
the flags of all our residents.

ACTIVITIES

Join The Conversation

Elthorne Pride kicked off 2018 by hosting its first
Round Table review - Join the Conversation. The
purpose of the event was to invite residents, local
community groups and volunteers to connect,
network and feedback their suggestions for future
activities. In addition residents were also given the
opportunity to vote on how we should present
future AGMs with the majority voting for this new
and exciting format.
The chair, Sandi Phillips, was excited about Elthorne
Pride’s progress and the journey so far. This was
reiterated by the distribution of the annual report
which showcased many of the important activities
that had taken place throughout 2017. Facilitator of
the evening, Morton Patterson, presented a short
film called “The Story So Far” which was a great
review of our activities and plans for the future.
Morton also interviewed one of our Community
Chest fund recipients, Joyful Ahmed of Joyful’s
Candles and spoke about the impact it has had on
her business.
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This encouraged other residents to take part and
be inspired to try new ideas in terms of enterprise.
Morton also gave the floor to Partnership Board
Member Anthony Walters, Co-Founder of Living
Space Art School which offers free art classes
to older residents on the estate. His passion and
enthusiasm for art shone through and it is clear
why his art classes are so popular. Residents were
given the chance to brainstorm their own ideas,
for what they want to see from Elthorne Pride in
the future. What was particularly inspiring was
the input from young people, who shared their
ideas with gusto. This led on nicely for Shawdon
Smith, an Elthorne Pride board member and youth
advocate to give a closing speech which was not
only inspirational but encouraging - with a clear
message for us all to focus on the positive to
enhance the Elthorne estate.
A big thank you to all who attended. The future is
bright for Elthorne Pride with the help of Big Local.
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ACTIVITIES

Silver Sunday

On Sunday 21st October 2019 Elthorne Pride took part in
its first Silver Sunday event in conjunction with Caxton
House. The idea was to have a Tea Party to celebrate the
elders in our community. On the day we had residents
from across the estate some of whom had not met up
for years. As part of the celebrations there was singing,
bingo and opportunities for everyone to share stories of
their experience of living in the area. Marian Spall, lead
for supporting the elders added, “This was a really good
event for shining the spotlight on those members of the
community who have given so much”. We plan to make
this year’s event even bigger and better. If you have any
Windrush Voices Exhibition
ideas that would benefit the more mature members of
The
Windrush
Voices Exhibition and High Tea took place
our community please let us know.
on June 23rd 2018 and recognised the exceptional
contributions of those migrants who came
from the Caribbean and the African continent
in the 1940s, 1950s and 1960s to work and build
our present day public sector services. During
this period of change and austerity for our public
sector workers we wanted to take the opportunity to
pay tribute to those hard working individuals in the
health sector, transport services, British Rail, Royal
Mail, Royal Mint and other contributors to that period.

ACTIVITIES
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FRIENDS & FAMILY DAY TRIPS
Bringing communities together and making
memories was a big theme last year with
many of you recommending we do more daytrips.
Two of our biggest activities last year were
our friends and family day-trip to Tiptree
Farm’s open day (June) and our annual
Christmas trip to the Bath Festive Market and
Roman Baths.

Tiptree was special for many of our residents
as it was the first time many of them had
been to a farm together. There was also an
opportunity to see where the famous Wilkin
& Son’s Jam was made, sample them and the
strawberries used to make them. The day
culminated in a fantastic brunch and bingo on
the way home.
Residents have been making suggestions for
2019 - so watch this space!
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ACTIVITIES

Elthorne Pride Hamper Drop

The Elthorne Pride Board continued their Festive
Hamper Drop initiative on 13th December 2018.
Following on from a young people’s initiative which
started in 2016, where approximately 20 pensioners
benefited from a distribution of festive hampers
the Elthorne Pride Board felt that they could reach
an even wider audience. In 2018 over 100 hampers
were distributed around The Elthorne Pride area.
Councillor, Marian Spall and Chair, Sandi Phillips were
in attendance and the team were really excited that
the current Mayor, Cllr. Dave Poyser launched the 2018
Festive Hamper Drop.

Happy Christmas Little Ones
Partnership Board Member, Sheri Lawal and her team
made sure the parents and carers of Elthorne Pride
celebrated Christmas with plenty of fun and surpirses
by throwing a party to say thank you. On the day
there were lots of presents, games and food specially
selected by Santa’s Little Helpers.

ACTIVITIES
Craft Workshops

The craft workshops are free monthly
sessions that give residents of the Elthorne
Pride Big Local area an opportunity to
explore exciting crafts, develop new skills
and share their creativity.
It has been a wonderful programme of crafts
this year. Starting with an exciting workshop
by local resident tutor Joyful, who taught
traditional henna techniques and canvas
painting which was particularly popular with
our younger artists and families. Followed by
weaving, charcoal drawing, wire jewellery
and the popular wreath making workshop.
We have had excellent feedback from our
crafters and look forward to seeing them at
the next programme.

Archway Christmas Fair
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Members of our younger community
had a great time designing t-shirts at
The Archway Christmas Fair, December
2nd at Navigator Square. This gave them
a great opportunity to show off their
creative talent and showcase some
fantastic designs. We are looking forward
to delivering more workshops aimed at
young people and want to hear about
your ideas for the future.
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FINANCE

ELTHORNE PRIDE BIG LOCAL FINANCIAL SUMMARY FOR THE PLAN
April 2016 - December 2018

Programme Management (including
costs for staff, training, office
(including capital costs), Locally
Trusted Organisation (LTO Finance &
Employment) and insurance)
Publicity & Communications and
Meeting Costs
Community Chest
Strengthening Communities
Children & Young People
Older People
Employability & Skills
Environment
Valuing Volunteers
Contingency Costs

113,880.00

Actual Expenditure
(April 2016 Dec 2018)
93,533.35

25,000.00

32,146.99

(7,146.99)

15,000.00
28,300.00
28,300.00
28,300.00
28,300.00
28,300.00
28,300.00
12,500.00

2,619.80
49,540.45
34,792.30
31,512.17
15,146.62
9,371.50
3,198.00
1,981.25

12,380.20
(21,240.45)
(6,492.30)
(3,212.17)
13,153.38
18,928.50
25,102.00
10,518.75

Organisational Development
including feasibility studies
*ALL THEMES - projects & proposals
across all themes
Plan sub-total

33,750.00

-

33,750.00

-

37,158.02

(37,158.02)

369,930.00

311,000.45

58,929.55

Total

£369,930.00

£311,000.45

£58,929.55

Activity/Priority As Per Approved Plan

Income received
to date

Balance

20,346.65

*The Local Trust approved the use of the underspend for current and additional activities.
Elthorne Pride received a grant of £2,500 from Islington Council’s Community Energy Fund
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COMMUNITY CHEST FUNDED PROJECTS
The Elthorne Pride Community Chest Fund enables residents to apply
for funding of up to £500 to run a project, deliver an activity or attend a
programme that would have a positive benefit to our community.
Last year we helped residents in the community to unlock their
potential by accessing Community Chest grants. With that we are
pleased to say these were used to puchase stock/materials for start up
businesses, art supplies, pitches to test market their ideas, training
to improve employment chances, open a social enterprise and many more.
This year we aim to help more residents unlock their passion with support
from our Community Chest Fund!

VOLUNTEERING WITH ELTHORNE PRIDE
Volunteering offers vital help to people in need, worthwhile
causes and the community, but the benefits can be even greater
for you - the volunteer. We want to hear from all age groups!
Volunteering and helping others can help you reduce stress,
combat depression, keep you mentally stimulated and provide a
sense of purpose. While it is true that the more you volunteer, the
more benefits you will experience, volunteering does not have
to involve a long-term commitment or take a huge amount of
time out of your busy day. Giving in even simple ways can help
those in need and improve your health and happiness. We are
inviting residents to volunteer within their local community.
If you would like to hear more about becoming a
volunteer ambassador for Elthorne Pride, email us on
info@elthornepride.org.uk or phone 020 8017 2205
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